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lyrical Polish manner, but Kozubaj (Zaleskl AA 4) Is again a his-
tory of one who fought against the Poles. Bows and arrows are
mentioned as weapons, and the poem may go back as far as the
sixteenth century. In short, the harvest of historical ballads is
meagre, and their sympathies generally Ruthenian. The use of
full rhyme, though Irregularly maintained, Is a most modern
feature. A poem entitled ~The Turk's Bride (Zaleskl BB 31, Walter,
p. 41) is the same as the Ukrainian Mother-in-law Prisoner to her
Son-in-law (Dragomanov 64). An old woman Is captured and set
to work by her captor's wife; she rocks the baby, crooning to it
that she is its grandmother, and so a recognition takes place.
Dr. Kamleriskl refers this tableau to the epoch of Turkish Wars
with Poland, which raged from the fifteenth to the seventeenth
centuries; but it is not certain that the piece is Polish in origin.
With the Ukraine are shared the ballads of Roman and Olena
(Zaleskl BB 7, Dragomanov 65), a modern sentimental ballad. The
dying Cossack's Farewell to his Horse (Zaleskl BB 8, Dragomanov 58),
The Falcon on the Poplar or the lover pays the ransom (Zaleski
BB 15, Dragomanov 34). The Robber's Bride (Walter, p. 52), is
probably of Yugoslav origin; It is found also in the Ukraine and In
Czechoslovakia. With this neighbouring country one has to com-
pare Marcisia (Zaleskl BB 9) or The Infanticide (Susil 158), The
Falcon on the Poplar, The Murderess (Zaleski 26, Susil 98), and
the inevitable Samaritan Magdalene (Walter, p. 85). These corre-
spondences do not amount to the identity observable In the case of
Ukrainian ballads. Resemblances between Polish and Lusatian
songs are frequently noted by Haupt and Schmaler. These
instances are usually ballads which have a German origin, or at
least Germanic analogues: The Mermaid, The Soldier's Home-
coming, The Test of Affection (Liebesprobe), Leander, The Ramsher's
Reparation^ The Poisoner (Walter, pp. 6, 15, 8, 17, 28, 32)5 together
with some of the themes held in common between the Poles and
the Czechs. Comparatively few of these have extended into the
Ukraine. In comparative balladry, therefore. Polish Galicia is a
frontier of the occidental style. Few of the themes, but more of the
technique, have penetrated farther, into the Ukraine; and there
has been a less conspicuous reflux from the Ukraine into Poland.
In the centre and north of the country, however, the predominance
of the lyric makes Polish popular verse a natural transition from
the German to the Baltic manner.

